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About This Game

Experience one of adventure gaming’s most stunning masterpieces all over again in this blockbuster retelling of the award-
winning 1993 murder-mystery, which adds all-new puzzles, scenes, and HD graphics!

Blending the best of yesterday and today, it re-imagines the 1993 original, voted one of the greatest games of all time, for an
entirely new generation of fans. As struggling author and bookstore owner Gabriel Knight, players will investigate a series of

savage ritual killings in New Orleans and their connection to voodoo’s sinister mysteries.

The deeper you dive into master storyteller Jane Jensen’s tale of terror and suspense, the closer you’ll come to discovering the
secrets of Gabriel’s family history–and unfolding his destiny.

Key Features:

Relive one of gaming’s greatest adventures of all-time: Adventure Gamers' 20 Best Adventure Games, Computer
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Gaming World's Adventure Game of the Year 1994, and Honorable Mention in The A.V. Club's Top 100 Games of All-
Time

Experience the award-winning voodoo murder-mystery in stunning high-res 3D

Adds new puzzles and scenes to familiar challenges

Includes remastered soundtrack by original composer Robert Holmes

Enjoy special extras and bonus edition content, including original concept art, behind-the-scenes extras, exclusive new
interviews and more!
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Title: Gabriel Knight: Sins of the Fathers 20th Anniversary Edition
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Phoenix Online Studios, Pinkerton Road Studio
Publisher:
Pinkerton Road Studio
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI or NVidia with 512 MB RAM

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum suggested screen resolution is 1024x768. Not recommended for play on Intel systems with
integrated/shared video memory.

English,French,Italian,German
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Bought this game to get into the point n click genre and bought the remastered version ignorantly thinking it would be
everything the classic would be with some added bonuses and touch ups but its actually awful voice acting and ugly graphics that
would be hated by any generation of gaming.

I also live in new orleans, i grew up here right in the city, no one \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing talks like the protag, he sounds
like a stupid wanna be cajun, and god i hate the way all the characters say new orleans, no one from new orleans say nawlins,
you sound stupid as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665if you say it like that to locals. the narrator is by far the worst tho,
why is she Caribbean??? and it sounds so fake.......

anyway do not buy this version, just bought the original which has a star cast (why did they change it???) so mad i wasted 20
bucks on this (maybe i got it when it was on a sale idk its been a min?) when the first one is beautiful with MARK HAMIL!!!
what if i had known he was in the first one id never bother with this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing bootleg...
. I was really hoping that more of the rough edges were cleaned up. Looks great but feels like it probably stuck too closely to the
source material.. I played the original version of this game from Sierra. Back in 1994 I loved the hell out of this game. When I
saw that there was a remake of it a few years back I had to buy it and it did not disappoint. I've always been a massive fan of
Sierra's products, Space Quest, King's Quest, Police Quest, Quest for Glory, all of which are amazing games IMO. But when
this came out it was a completely different kind of game than I was used to from the company. It definitely has more of an adult
or teen vibe, so if your a fan of classic point and click games, or Sierra, or mystery, then I definitely recommend this game.

It is very entertaining and you actually get to learn new things about the history of Voodoo in New Orleans.
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